Often Asked Questions for Cavalier Plungers
1. My small plunger tip broke off inside the stem. How do I get it out?
Use a straight pin, poke it, on an angle, into the remnants of the tip in the stem and
unscrew the tip. Or heat a small screwdriver or a small screw. Melt it into the tip and let
it cool and then turn it out.
2. Which plunger should I use with my arrow rest?
It all depends on the arrow rest. If you are using a wrap-around rest, one that uses the
plunger to bolt the rest to the bow, use the Master Lok. If you use a bolt or some other
means to keep the rest on, you can use the Master Plunger or the Master Plunger Micro.
The Master Plunger Micro is the high end version of the Master Plunger. You can micro
tune it using the click knob on the back end rather than using a hex key.
The Master Plunger was designed before the wrap-around rests were created. Bolting a
rest on with the plunger creates a lot of torque and can snap the barrel. When Dick
designed the Master Lok, he kept the barrel size the same but instead of using a stem with
the tip screwing into it, he used a post with the tip screwing onto it. That way the barrel
thickness and durability could be increased.
3. How do I tune my arrows using one of your plungers?
I would be happy to send you tuning instructions by mail (Lori has them) or email (ask
Nina to send it to you and you can email it).

4. What is the size difference from a short barrel vs. long barrel?
The Short Barrel is 1.650” in length without the tip.
The Long barrel is 2” in length without the tip.

